360 Technology
Bring the future of innovation!

Certified Apigee Corporate Training Partner
Creating adaptive learning solutions to empower
individuals to pursue the work they love on the most
relevant skills of the 21st century .

The goal of the academy is to prepare both individuals and organizations with their
Digital transformation and innovation pursuits. The 360 Technology instruction and
learning models will focus on multidisciplinary thinking and problem-solving techniques
through blending of science (stats and math) and software engineering disciplines to
assist students with developing data products.
VISION: Realize innovation agility through science.
MISSION: Help people learn pragmatically to exploit science and technology for
career pursuits.
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Delivering a Comprehensive, Customized and Specialized Apigee
Training Program to a World Leading Technology Company
Business leaders increasingly understand the potential of APIs but still
too few understand the need for API management. An yet API
management is a necessity in today’s digital economy. APIs expose
data for use by apps and the developers that create them. They make
enterprise assets reachable by apps, and they’re the tool that
enterprises use to add a digital layer to their interactions with
customers, employees, and partners. Apigee a leader in full lifecycle
API management platform that enables API providers to design,
secure, deploy, monitor, and scale APIs. Apigee sits in-line with runtime
API traffic and enforces a set of out-of-the-box API policies, including
key validation, quota management, transformation, authorization, and
access control. API providers use the customizable developer portal to
enable developers to consume APIs easily and securely, and to
measure API performance and usage.
Day 1
Recap: Java basic and another object-oriented language, understanding of
data formats such as XML, CSV, and JSON, understanding of typical integration
technologies such as HTTP, JMS, JDBC, REST, and SOAP
Understanding API manager use case & challenges and introduction open API.
Apigee Platform Overview
Best practices in RESTful API Design Key API Concepts, Anatomy of a Proxy
Connectivity and Basic security
API Management and API Key Validation, Protection against Content-based
Attacks Authentication, Authorization and Identity
Lab
Day 2
Traffic Management, Other Security Considerations Lab, Protocol Conversions
Caching and Custom Analytics
API Baas, Environments, Security Data Storage and Custom Analytics
Using Java in Apigee Edge, API Facades, Content Validation, Mashups and
Scripting
Lab
Day 3
Hands-On Project.
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Companies we provide training support

ABOUT 360 Technology
360 Technology delivers digital transformation and technology services from ideation to
execution, enabling Global clients to outperform the competition. “Born digital,” 360
Technology takes an agile, collaborative approach to creating customized solutions across
the digital value chain. Our deep expertise in Cloud, Microservice Transformation, IOT and
applications management turns IT into a strategic asset. Whether you need to run your
business more efficiently or accelerate revenue growth, 360 Technology can get you there.

CONTACT
email
info@360.technology
phone
469-731-0310
http://360.technology
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